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Call 911

p.m., at New Hope United
Methodist Church located at

Helpline to find local support
and resources

FACE drooping

is Tuesday March 20th at 7:00

2		Inhale and Exhale 		
Simple breathing techniques

Call 911

4525 Beaver Ave., Des Moines.
This month the presentation will
be titled: “The LINQ between
Atrial Fibrillation and Stroke” and
our speaker will be Leenhapong
Navaravong, M.D.
Dr. Navaravong will be speaking on
A-Fib, Stroke and the LINQ (loop
recorder implanted to catch A-Fib
in stroke patients). He is originally
from Thailand and finished medical
school in 2003 and came to US for
residency and fellowship and now
works as an Electrophysiologist at
UnityPoint Clinic Cardiology.
Atrial fibrillation is a very common
illness and could cause a stroke.

Dr. Navaravong

His passion in medicine is to
help patients with atrial fibrillation
and help them prevent a
possible stroke.
Please plan to join us for this
informational session and have
an opportunity to see your friends
at Stroke Club.
As a reminder if you have
something special you would like
to see in the newsletter please
don’t hesitate to let me know.
My phone # is (515) 241-8139.
My email address is
sue.toaleknapp@unitypoint.org
Thanks, your Newsletter Editor,
Sue Toale Knapp.

Des Moines

Inhale and Exhale
By Polly Campbell

Simply breathing can help you ease
tension or boost energy. Want a
quick, simple way to relax or get a
shot of energy? These breathing
techniques can help – and you can
use them almost anywhere.
BREATHE TO RELAX

BREATHE TO BOOST ENERGY

When you need to ease tension, try diaphragmatic
breathing, or “belly breathing.” It slows the heart
rate and leads muscle to relax, says Beth Darnell,
PhD, a pain psychologist and researcher at Stanford
University and author of The Opioid-Free Pain
Relief Kit (Bull Publishing, 2016)

Controlled breathing can also be a way to fight
fatigue during the day. To boost energy, try “bellows
breathing,” says Kate Hanley, yoga instructor and
author of Stress Less, (Adams Media, 2017)

“It’s a natural response to constrict the breath
and contract our muscles when we are in pain,” she
says. “Controlled breathing, when practiced regularly
over time, can help relax your nervous systems so
that you experience greater comfort and less pain.”
Deep breathing isn’t hard, but it takes focus
and practice. While there are many different
approaches, here are some controlledbreathing basics:
1. Sit comfortably or lie down.
2. Inhale through the nose while counting
mentally to five or six slowly.
3. Hold the breath for a beat or two.
4. Exhale slowly to a count of five or six.
5. Repeat for several minutes a few times a day.
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1. Sit up straight. Relax your shoulders.
2. Take a few gentle, deep breaths to relax.
3. Start the bellows breaths by inhaling through
your nose, then exhale and inhale quickly
through your nose, in rapid short breaths.
Feel the diaphragm move rapidly in and out.
4. Take about 10 of these quick breaths, then
take a break and repeat for up to a minute.
Reference: Arthritis Today, January/February 2018

Aphasia Group
The Aphasia group will now meet the 2nd & 4th
Wednesdays of each month from 1-2p.m.
The group meets at Mercy Riverside, which is located to
501 SW 7th St. Suite Q, Des Moines, IA 50309. Sue Fagg,
Speech Language Pathologist for Mercy Medical Center is
the group leader. Interested persons can call Sue at (515)
643-9818 for more information or directions to the facility.

Dial 2-1-1 for
Assistance 24/7
Just like calling 9-1-1 in an emergency,
2-1-1 is your 3-digit helpline to find
local support and resources.
• No cost
• Confidential
• Available any time
• Multilingual
support

• Trained
professionals
with access to
thousands of local
resources to find
the best solution.

GET FREE HELP WITH:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Food
Rent
Utilities
Legal services
Crisis intervention
Disability services
Elderly services

• Employment
• Family Support
• Physical and
mental health care
• Natural disaster
preparation and
recovery
• Much more

You can also visit www.211Iowa.org or you can
text your zip code to 898211.
211 is a free service both online and on the telephone.
There are Information and Referral Centers, often
called Hot lines, or First Call for Help. They are open 24
hours a day 7 days a week. The primary purpose of the
centers is to link people with the resources they need in
their communities.
Type in the area of service you would like: food, housing;
transportation, employment; clothing; legal; etc. For
example, if you search for Food you will see options
multiple options: Food pantries; food vouchers; low cost
meals; formula/baby food; food stamps and many more.

Something New at
Stroke Club
•

We are pleased to tell you that we will be
providing blood pressure screenings prior
to the Stroke club meeting each month.

•

Kris Miller, BSN, MBA, RN, NE-BC,
Director, Post-Acute Services at UnityPoint
will be arranging to have nurses volunteer
each month to check blood pressure
beginning at 6:45 until 7:00pm when the
meeting begins.

•

This may be something you will want to
take advantage of at the monthly meetings.

ONLINE

Support

Group
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More Stroke Patients
Eligible for Crucial
Treatments Under
New Guidelines
By American Heart Association News

More stroke patients will be eligible for two critical
treatments proven to reduce disability, according to
new guidelines from the American Heart Association/
American Stroke Association.
The guidelines issued Wednesday cover acute
ischemic stroke, the most common type of stroke,
one that is caused by a blood clot that reduces or
stops blood flow to a portion of the brain. Stroke is
the second-leading cause of death in the world and a
leading cause of adult disability. It kills about 133,000
Americans every year, and occurs in the U.S. about
once every 40 seconds.
The guidelines recommend more people should be
considered to undergo a procedure called mechanical
thrombectomy, in which doctors remove blood clots
using a device threaded through a blood vessel. In
addition, the guidelines suggest that more people
should be considered eligible for a clot-dissolving
IV medication called alteplase.
Some patients may now have mechanical clot removal
up to 24 hours after symptoms begin. The limit used
to be six hours, but new research showed that some
carefully selected patients may benefit even after an
extended amount of time.

“This is going to make a huge,
huge difference in stroke care,”
said Dr. William J. Powers, guidelines writing group
chair and chair of neurology at the University of North
Carolina School of Medicine in Chapel Hill.
The clot retrieval procedure requires a physician to
thread a catheter through an artery, using a clotgrabbing device within it to reach and remove the clot.

44

Patients may qualify for the procedure if they have a
blood clot in a large artery inside the head supplying
part of the brain. This type of clot may not respond well
to IV medication alone, can cause serious complications
such as brain swelling, and can lead to considerable
disability or death, said Dr. José Biller, a guidelines
author and chair of neurology at Loyola University
Chicago Stritch School of Medicine in Illinois.

“Removing blood clots from large
arteries can mean the difference
between stroke survivors being
independent versus being dependent on
others, which makes a big difference in
their quality of life,” Biller said.
Up to 20 percent of all ischemic stroke patients are
currently eligible for clot removal, Biller said, a number
he expects to grow under the new guidelines and with
further research.
Mechanical clot removal was first recommended
in 2015, and large hospitals offering specialized
stroke care are staffed and equipped to perform the
procedure, Powers said. Expanding the window of
eligibility will require more regionalized, coordinated
approaches to stroke care, he said.
Alteplase was approved to treat ischemic stroke in
1996 and remains the only medication approved by
the FDA to dissolve clots. Alteplase is in a class of
drugs known as tissue plasminogen activators
(or tPA). It has been proven to decrease disability
when given promptly.
The guidelines relax the “very, very rigid” guidelines
established when alteplase was first used, Powers said.
“The way we look at alteplase used to be green and
red,” he said. “Green go, red stop. Now we’ve taken
some of the reds and made them yellow.” Previously,
some patients who had milder strokes, recent surgery
or spinal tap were not eligible, Powers said.
The guidelines also recommend video consultation
to hospitals without stroke experts so doctors can
give alteplase quickly. Ideally, hospitals should work
faster than the current 60-minute standard for IV

treatment, with a goal of treating at least half of patients
within 45 minutes, according to the guidelines. Video
consultation, or telemedicine, also can help hospitals
determine which patients qualify for mechanical clot
removal.
The new guidelines were published in the American
Heart Association’s journal Stroke and announced
at the American Stroke Association’s International
Stroke Conference. Based on a review of more than
400 research studies, the guidelines replace the 2013
guidelines and all subsequent updates, Biller said.

Getting help quickly paid off for Terry Summers of
Kansas City, Missouri, after his recent stroke.
In August 2017, he started slumping to one side and
his speech suddenly became garbled. The 61-year-old
attorney’s son, Sean, immediately recognized the stroke
warning signs and called 911.

The guidelines will hopefully increase and harmonize
care in the U.S. and all over the world, Biller said.

Treatment with alteplase began minutes after the
symptoms started, and continued with mechanical clot
removal at a nearby hospital. Summers was feeling
better the next morning, and two weeks later he was
back at work. Today he has occasional headaches and
slight weakness on his left side, but no other lingering
effects of the stroke.

For the public, the most important message remains
recognizing the signs and symptoms of stroke and
calling 911 immediately, Powers said. Stroke patients
do better the faster they get treatment, he said.

Awareness helped – Sean’s mother is a stroke nurse who
had drilled the signs of stroke into his head, Summers
said. And, of course, taking immediate action to get the
proper treatment was also crucial.

“You shouldn’t make the decision about whether you’re
having a stroke, and you shouldn’t wait around to see if
it goes away,” he said. “Time matters. If you can get to
the hospital even 15 minutes earlier, it really matters.”

“I wouldn’t have called 911,” said Summers, who is glad
his son was there to do it. “Timing has everything to do
with the fact that I’m in one piece.”
Reference: Americanheartassociation.org
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Caregiver Corner
Don’t Get Mad,
Get Funny
By Leigh Anne Jasheway-Bryant, M.P.H

No matter how much we love them, caring for family members can be a very stressful job. And all that stress can
take its toll on our health and make our role as family caregivers even more difficult.
One of the best ways to reduce stress and feel better about your caregiver role is to laugh. Laughter has been
shown to improve both physical and emotional health and to help us feel renewed and rejuvenated.

HERE ARE SIX SIMPLE WAYS TO ADD MORE LAUGHTER TO YOUR LIFE:

1

Make funny friends. People who make you laugh not only give you the gift of laughter, they also
help teach you how to change your perspective on life and lighten up yourself.

2
3

Read funny greeting cards especially if you’ve had a really stressful day. Greeting cards are great
because they deliver a laugh almost immediately and they represent a diversity of types of humor.

4

Wear a funny button in public. Wearing a funny button communicates to everyone who sees you
that you have a sense of humor and are open to hearing about their humorous experiences.

5

Look for the funny. Instead of focusing on life’s miseries, try to find the laughter in everything that
goes on around you. The majority of things we laugh at come from spontaneous situations that aren’t
meant to be funny. Think of it as looking at the world through a pair of Groucho glasses.

6

Fake it. Studies show that you don’t have to feel like laughing to get the benefits! It’s just like exercise;
if you work out you’ll get fitter whether you feel like working out or not. Only if you fake laughter,
chances are you’ll soon feel like laughing for real.
Reference: Caregiver.com

Have five of your favorite funny movies saved so you can watch them when you’re feeling
overwhelmed by stress. Consider funny movies to be part of your emergency first aid humor kit.
If you can’t think of your favorites offhand, check out the American Film Institute’s list of 500
funniest movies of all time.

NEED A LIFT
Need a ride to Stroke Club Meeting?
Call Amy Johnson at 263-5166 to
arrange a ride.
Please call her rather than the person who may be
your “usual driver”. This will allow Amy to know
how to plan for rides and drivers.
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If you are afraid you will forget to call, do it now!! Please
call no later than 9 a.m. the day before the meeting and
preferably the Friday before the Tuesday meeting. This
will allow Amy enough time to schedule a ride for you.
You will receive a call before the meeting regarding
who will pick you up the night of meeting. We have
several volunteers who are willing to provide you a
ride to Stroke Club.

University of Iowa Honors Louise Mays
Some of you who have been coming to the Stroke Club meetings for several years may
remember our former club member Louise Mays. I had the opportunity to bring her to
the meetings and experience her wonderful spirit. I recently heard that the University of
Iowa honored her memory. Paulette Wood, the founder of our Stroke Support Group,
was asked to attend a program that honored Louise. I asked Paulette to write a short
article about this honor.

DID YOU KNOW THIS WOMAN?
•

She was a psychiatric social worker at the Guild Guidance, the Des Moines Hearing and Speech Center,
Orchard Place Residential Treatment Center, and a counselor for private patients.

•

She was a teacher and administer of the School of Social Work for the University of Iowa, on the Drake
campus from 1972-1979.

•

In 1981, Louise survived a left hemisphere stroke resulting in right-sided hemiparesis and aphasia. She
worked enthusiastically with her speech pathologist, OT and PT. Her stroke did not end her work. She
became an active volunteer at the Wesley-Methodist Adult Day Care Center, at the Stroke Partnership
program serving as a “Friendly Visitor” to new stroke survivors at the Younker Rehabilitation Center.

•

At age 96 Louise passed away after finishing a very productive, caring life.

This year, the University of Iowa created the “Louise Mays Scholarship Fund” to support students from underrepresented groups within the field of social work in Iowa which includes people of color, and people with
disabilities. (Louise would have been very surprised…and pleased)

GOOD CATCH

Get Hooked On Fish For Net Nutrition

By Matthew Kadey

If you’re like most Americans, you don’t eat fish regularly, but maybe you should.
Evidence shows it may ease inflammation, which helps cardiovascular health as
well as inflammatory arthritis. If you’re not eating more because you’re stuck in a
salmon or tilapia rut, try these other nutritious (and sustainable) fish.
RAINBOW TROUT

BARRAMUNDI

CANNED SARDINES

This has long played second
fiddle to salmon, but it is one
of the affordable fish sources
of heart healthy omega-3fats.
It also has a milder flavor for
those who find salmon too,
well fishy. Grilled in a fish
basket, seared in a frying pan
or broiled in an oven, trout
fillets are easy to cook.

It has a funny name, but its
buttery flavor and meaty texture
will hook you on first bite. Native
to Australia (and now farmed
using sustainable methods), it’s
low calorie and high in protein
and inflammation-fighting
omega-3s. Look for bags of
skinless fillets in the frozen
section of the supermarket.

They might be small, but sardines loom
large nutritionally with impressive
amounts of omega-3 fats, protein and
vitamin D. With the soft, tiny bones,
you’ll also net a healthy haul of calcium.
Brands vary greatly in taste, so try a few
to see what pleases your taste buds.
To save calories, choose those packed
in water instead of oil or sauces for
sandwiches, salads and pasta dishes.

Reference: Arthritis Today January/February 2018
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A BIT OF HUMOR - A Blonde & a Trucker
A blonde lady motorist was about two hours from
San Diego when she was flagged down by a man
whose truck had broken down

So the two chimpanzees were ushered into the
back seat of the blonde’s car and carefully strapped
into their seat belts, and off they went.

The man walked up to the car and asked, “Are you
going to San Diego?”

Five hours later, the truck driver was driving
through the heart of San Diego when suddenly he
was horrified! There was the blonde walking down
the street, holding hands with the two chimps,
much to the amusement of a big crowd.

“Sure,” answered the blonde, “do you need a lift?”
“Not for me. I’ll be spending the next three
hours fixing my truck. My problem is I’ve got two
chimpanzees in the back that have to be taken to
the San Diego Zoo. They’re a bit stressed already
so I don’t want to keep them on the road all day.
Could you possibly take them to the zoo for me?
I’ll give you $100 for your trouble.”
“I’d be happy to,” said the blonde.
8

With a screech of brakes he pulled off the road and
ran over to the blonde.
“What are you doing here?” he demanded, “I gave
you $100 to take these chimpanzees to the zoo!”
“Yes, I know you did,” said the blonde. “But we had
money left over so now we’re going to Sea World.”

